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Abstract 

Background: Physical Activity improves the functional capacity of the circulatory system with minimum 

myocardium stress. Objectives: This study was designed to assess exercise modulation and sex difference of 

blood pressure (BP), respiratory rate (RR) and pulse rate (PR) of selected undergraduate students. Design: This 

study involved 360 students selected using convenience sampling method, aged between 18 and 35 years. 

Lecturers and postgraduate students were exempted from the study. BP was measured using 

Sphygmomanometer before exercise and 30 minutes interval during exercise for two hours.  Bicycle Ergometer 

was used as the exercise apparatus. Stop watch was used to measure PR and RR. Data were analyzed using 

descriptive statistics. Results: In total, 360 subjects, 180 males and 180 females, were included in the study. The 

mean SBP at baseline was 111.59 mmHg±0.35. It reduced to 96.99 mmHg±0.36 after 120 minutes of exercise 

(p=0.000). The mean DBP at baseline was 69.78mmHg±0.32. It reduced to 56.01mmHg±0.30 after 120 minutes 

of exercise (p=0.000). The mean Respiratory Rate (RR) at baseline was 15.91 cycles/ minute±0.11. It increased 

to 28.82 cycles/minute±0.21 after 120 minutes of exercise (p=0.000). The mean Rate Pulse Pressure (RPP) at 

baseline was 8322.35 mmHg. cycles/ minute±0.05  It increased to 12033.55mmHg.cycles/minute±0.21 after 120 

minutes of exercise (p=0.000). Moreover, the male-female relationships showed that the SBP, DBP, RR and 

RPP were significantly lower in female than male subjects (p=0.000). Conclusions: Exercise reduces SBP and 

DBP. This reduction is greater among females. 

 

Keywords: Sphygmomanometer, Blood Pressure Measurement, Pulse Rate, Respiratory Rate, Exercise. 

 

Introduction 

 

Physical activity (PA) is defined as any bodily movement produced by skeletal muscles that requires energy 

expenditure (WHO, 2019), provokes changes in the cardiovascular function of body with a positive effect on 

both the prevention of life-threatening CVD (WHO, 2019, Jakovljevic, 2018). Furthermore, PA has been linked 

to a reduced risk of several diseases, such as obesity, diabetes and metabolic syndrome. Nonetheless, it is not 

clear how much PA is required to reduce the risk of these diseases. A plethora of studies suggests that the 

increased level of PA significantly improves the functional capacity of the circulatory system by increasing 

stroke volume, cardiac output and enhancing blood and oxygen supply to active tissues (performance), with a 

minimum myocardium stress (economy) (Fletcher et al, 1996, ACSM, 2014). 
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The term “myocardial economy” describes the ability of the heart to meet the needs of the working tissues for 

blood and oxygen supply with the minimum of myocardium stress (Astrand et al, 2003, Leon et al, 1981). Heart 

rate (HR) and systolic blood pressure (SBP), are important prognostic factors of cardiovascular health; their 

lower rates are related to improved physical fitness (Shalnova et al, 1996, Cheng et al, 2003, Palatini et al, 2007) 

and decreased cardiovascular morbidity and mortality (Palatini et al, 2007, Perret-Guillaume et al, 2009, 

Kjeldsen et al,2001). The rate-pressure product (RPP = HR × SBP) is strongly and positively related to coronary 

blood flow and myocardial oxygen uptake (Astrand et al, 2003, Gobel etal, 1978, Czernin et al, 19956). All of 

the above are positively related to myocardial oxygen demands and hence myocardial workload, being important 

non-invasive and inverse indicators of myocardial economy (Astrand et al, 2003, Fletcher et al,20016). 

 

There is limited data regarding the impact of PA on the myocardial function in students. Particularly, the effect 

of PA on the very important parameters of myocardial economy, such as HR, SBP, DBP< RR and RPP in 

students need to be further clarified. The purpose of this study was to investigate the effects of PA on myocardial 

economy in undergraduate students. 

 

Method 

 

A total of 360 students were randomly selected from the students’ population of Olabisi Onabanjo University, 

Sagamu campus. At the baseline evaluation, health status was assessed. Students who are healthy and aged 18 to 

35 years, with normal body weight (18.5<BMI<25 kg/m2) were eligible for the study. Our exclusion criteria 

were the following; metabolic diseases (such as diabetes mellitus or thyroid disease), physical disabilities, heart 

disorders, recent illness, and cardiac medications, 

 

Before the day of their appointment, all participants were well informed about the research procedures and 

became familiar with the BP measurements and the test equipment (bicycle ergometer). 

 

 Measurements were conducted during morning hours, under the same conditions of temperature and humidity; 

all subjects abstained from coffee and alcohol, for at least 4 hours before the exercise procedure. Bicycle 

Ergometer was used for the exercise procedure. Stop watch was used to measure RR and PR. 

Ethical Approval and Informed Consent 

 

Ethical clearance for the study was obtained from the Health Research Ethics Committee (HREC) of Olabisi 

Onabanjo University Teaching Hospital (OOUTH), Sagamu (No HREC/OOU/0080). All participants (360) of 

this study signed an informed consent form, in accordance to the committee regulations, before completing a 

questionnaire and taking their anthropometric measurements. The use of proforma was adopted. 

 

Data analysis 

 

Data was expressed as means with ± standard deviation (SD). The normality of distribution for age, SBP, HR 

and RR was assessed with the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test. Multivariate analysis of variance (general linear 

model, full factorial – type III) – MANCOVA – was used to detect differences in HR, BP and RPP between 

parameters of PA. All HR, BP and RR values were considered as dependent variables. The level of significance 

was set as a p-value <0.05 throughout. Statistical analysis of the data was performed using the IBM SPSS 

version 19 software package (2010 SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). 

 

Results 

 

In total, 360 subjects, 180 males and 180 females, with the age group of 20 to 24 years constituted the highest 

age group were included in the study. All variables were normally distributed (table 1). 

 

The mean SBP at baseline was 111.59mmHg±0.35. It reduced to 96.99mmHg±0.36 after 120 minutes of 

exercise. 
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The mean DBP at baseline was 69.78mmHg±0.32. It reduced to 56.01mmHg±0.30 after 120 minutes of exercise 

The mean Respiratory Rate (RR) at baseline was 15.91 cycles/ minute±0.11. It increased significantly to 28.82 

cycles/minute±0.21 after 120 minutes of exercise. The mean Pulse Rate (PR) at baseline was 74.58 

beat/minute±0.15. It increased to 124.07 beat/minute±0.90 after 120 minutes of exercise. RPP increased from 

8322.35cycle mmHg/minute±0.25 at baseline to 12033.55±0.63 cycle mmHg±/minute after 120 minutes of 

exercise (p=0.000) (table 2). 

 

In male, the mean SBP at baseline was 111.75mmHg±0.44. It reduced to 99.12mmHg±0.43 after 120 minutes of 

exercise. The mean DBP at baseline was 70.50mmHg±0.40. It reduced to 56.07mmHg±0.38 after 120 minutes of 

exercise. 

 

The mean Respiratory Rate (RR) at baseline was 15.74 cycles/ minute±0.15. It increased to 28.96 

cycles/minute±0.30 after 120 minutes of exercise. The mean Pulse Rate (PR) at baseline was 74.50 

beats/minute±0.21. It increased to 127.43 beats/minute±1.29 after 120 minutes of exercise (p=0.000) (table 3). 

In female subjects, the mean SBP at baseline was 111.42mmHg±0.56. It reduced to 91.85mmHg±0.58 after 120 

minutes of exercise. The mean DBP at baseline was 69.06mmHg±0.50. It reduced to 55.95mmHg±0.44 after 120 

minutes of exercise 

 

The mean Respiratory Rate (RR) at baseline was 16.07 cycles/ minute±0.11. It increased to 

28.68cycle/minute±0.31 after 120 minutes of exercise. The mean Pulse Rate (PP) at baseline was 

74.66beats/minute±0.21. It increased to 120.71 beats/minute±1.20 after 120 minutes of exercise (p=0.000) (table 

3). 

 

In male the mean Rate Pressure Product (RPP) at baseline was 8325.38mmHg beats/ minute±0.09. It increased 

to 11738.85mmHg beats/minute±0.31 after 120 minutes of exercise. In female the mean Rate Pressure Product 

(RPP) at baseline was 8318.62mmHg.cycle/minute±0.12. It increased to 11087.21mmHg beats/minute±0.70 

after 120 minutes of exercise (p=0.000) (table 3). 

 

Finally, the male female relationships of both sexes were demonstrated in table 5. The SBP, DBP, RR, PR and 

RPP were significantly lower in female than male subjects (p=0.000) 

 

Table1: Showing Age and Gender characteristics of the Participants. 

Variable Category Frequency (n) Percentage (%) 

Gender Male 180 50.0 

 Female 180 50.0 

Age <20 years 113 31.4 

 20-24 years 165 45.8 

 25-29 years 73 20.3 

 ≥ 30 years 9 2.5 

 

Table 2: Variability of vital parameters of all the subjects during study period 

Variable Baseline 30 mins 60 mins 90 mins 120 mins P 

SBP 111.59±0.35 108.04±0.45 104.53±0.41 99.31±0.39 96.99±0.36 0.000* 

DBP 69.78±0.32 62.36±0.33 59.59±0.31 57.80±0.30 56.01±0.30 0.000* 

RR 15.91±0.11 19.26±0.12 23.43±0.17 26.48±0.20 28.82±0.21 0.000* 

Pulse 74.58±0.15 90.45±0.53 105.15±0.76 115.66±0.84 124.07±0.90 0.000* 

RPP 8322.35+0.25 9772.22+0.49 10991.33+0.59 11486.20+0.62 12033.55+0.63 0.000* 
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Table 3: Variability of vital parameters of female and male subjects during study period 

Variable Baseline 30 mins 60 mins 90 mins 120 mins P 

SBP M 111.75±0.44 108.38±0.63 104.69±0.49 99.45±0.46 92.12±0.43 0.000* 

F 111.42±0.56 107.69±0.63 104.38±0.66 99.16±0.63 91.85±0.58 0.000* 

DBP M 70.50±0.40 62.59±0.46 59.65±0.40 57.86±0.39 56.07±0.38 0.000* 

F 69.06±0.50 62.12±0.46 59.52±0.47 57.73±0.45 55.95±0.44 0.000* 

RR M 15.74±0.15 19.35±0.17 23.55±0.24 26.61±0.27 28.96±0.30 0.000* 

F 16.07±0.16 19.17±0.16 23.31±0.25 26.34±0.28 28.68±0.31 0.000* 

Pulse M 74.50±0.21 90.20±0.76 107.99±1.09 118.79±1.20 127.43±1.29 0.000* 

F 74.66±0.21 90.71±0.73 102.30±1.02 112.53±1.12 120.71±1.20 0.000* 

RPP M 8325.38+0.09 9775.88+0.48 11305.47+0.53 11813.67+0.59 11738.85+0.55 0.000* 

        F 8318.62+0.12 9768.56+0.46 10678.07+0.67 11158’47+0.71 11087.21+0.70 0.000* 

 

Discussion 

 

We set out to evaluate whether PA is an effective physiological stimulus to improve myocardial function in 

healthy students. The results of the present study indicated that increased PA, from low to moderate level, 

significantly lowered DBP and SBP in both sexes. The RR and PR were found to increase in subjects with 

higher levels of PA, this association was however significant. 

 

Physical activity and heart rate 

 

The PA-related low resting HR has been found to decrease the incidence of CVD and to be positively related to 

cardiovascular and all-cause mortality (Saxena et al, 2013, Mok et al, 2019). However, the effects of PA on HR 

in students have not been thoroughly studied yet. Similar to our findings were observed in sportive students, 

where increases in PA intensity were associated with higher HR variability (Buchheit et al,2004). Recent data 

has also indicated that moderate PA was associated with superior cardio-vagal baroreflex sensitivity reflecting 

the efficiency in regulating HR in older adults (O’Brien et al,2019). These results suggest that increased PA may 

be sufficient to affect the autonomic tone of adults, similar to exercise modalities that have been shown to do so 

(Karavirta et al, 2009, Ueno and Moritani, 2003). However, in contrast to our results, others have reported that in 

older adults, no statistically significant correlation was identified between resting HR and leisure-time PA 

(O’Hartaigh et al, 2014, Miranda et al, 2014). 

 

Our findings indicated that the beneficial effect of PA on HR was stronger and significant for male compared to 

female. These results are in line with the study by Carter et al (Carter et al, 2015) who reported that men have 

lower HRs than women when performing exercise of similar intensity. Moreover, Rennie et al (Rennie et al, 

2003) have found that increased level of moderate PA had significantly lowered resting HR in men, but not in 

women. However, these assessments were not conducted in older people. The PA-induced lower resting HR, as 

it was found in our male participants, may be related to increased stoke volume observed in exercising or 

physically active individuals (Rennie et al, 2003, Higginbotham et al, 1986, Chou et al 2019). Yet, it remains 

unclear why the above haemodynamic mechanism may hold true and explain the PA related HR decline in male, 

but not in female. The latter may be attributed to the sex-based differences in exercise-related tests such as VO2 

norms, BP and lung diffusion capacity (Parker et al, 2010). It seems that when placed under increased 

cardiovascular demands, men respond by increasing vascular resistance, and consequently BP, whereas female 

respond by increasing HR, therefore presenting higher HRs following PA or exercise  (Huxley, 2007). 

 

Increased PA may provoke the physiological mechanisms that affect parasympathetic tone in healthy adults. 

Lower HR is, at least partially, the result of increased parasympathetic tone and may be related to the 

improvements in sympathetic control of vasomotor tone provoked by PA (Shin et al, 1997, Yataco et al, 1997). 

However, others have supported that the parasympathetic tone may be increased by high-intensity activity, such 

as jogging, while moderate activity is not (Schuit et al, 1999). Further studies are required to determine whether 

PA of vigorous-intensity would be more effective towards lowering HR in older adults of both sexes, compared 

with existing levels of PA in this population. 
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Physical activity and blood pressure 

 

Blood pressure is directly proportional to the effect of cardiac output on the total peripheral vascular resistance 

and depends on the total blood volume and viscosity (Gori et al, 2015). PA has been associated with the 

prevention of increased BP, suggesting a mechanism which hypertensive patients can benefit. The results of the 

present study confirmed the benefits of PA in lowering BP in students, reported in a limited number of similar 

purpose studies. We found that BP was independently associated with increased PA, indicating that a dose-

response relationship may exist between levels of PA and SBP; participants with a moderate PA profile had 

lower SBP compared with those with low PA. Similar findings were reported in the study by Hagberg et al. 1989 

who reported that in 60-69 year old men and women SBP was marked lower after moderate exercise training 

(Hagberg et al, 1989). Physiological mechanisms such as systemic adaptation of the arterial wall, reduction of 

pro-oxidant levels and arterial stiffness, increases in central nitric oxide synthase activity and improvement in 

endothelial function may explain the effects of increased PA levels on BP, as it was found in our study. 

 

Furthermore, we found that sex was significantly related to the SBP, indicating that routinely performed, 

increased PA was associated with lower SBP in females but not in male. This finding has also been supported by 

Reaven et al (Reaven et al, 1991) who indicated that in women, lower SBP and DBP were measured with low 

intensity, leisure-time PA, while further reductions were present with heavier PA. One possible explanation for 

the PA-induced lower SBP level in female may reside on the stimulation of their autonomic control. More 

specifically, sex-based differences in autonomic control of BP may underlie some of the differences observed in 

our study. We found that increased PA, from low to moderate level, seems to be adequate to affect autonomic 

control and provoke lower SBP levels in female, but not in male participants. Even more, although the relative 

contributions of potential mediators regarding MET energy cost and total workload of PA were qualitatively 

similar between sexes in this study, the beneficial effect of PA in BP was stronger for females compared to 

males. It has been supported that in male a higher level of PA, such as vigorous exercise, is required to affect 

autonomic control and provoke changes in BP (Cappio-Rivera et al, 2016). However, the tools used in the 

present study do not allow further speculation. On the other hand, previous studies have indicated that both sexes 

present equivocal results on BP levels following aerobic exercise (Cornelissen et al, 2010, Moreira etal, 2014). 

 

Physical activity and pulse-pressure and respiratory rate and Rate Pressure Product 

 

Rate-pressure pressure is a valuable marker of cardiac function and an important index of myocardial economy 

(Astrand et al, 2003). To the best of our knowledge, the present study may be the first to examine the PA effects 

on RR in students. However, despite the fact that increased PA lowered SBP (in female) and HR (in male), as it 

was indicated by our findings, however statistical significance was observed in the increase of RR of both sexes. 

This may attributed to the fact that increased PA, from lower to moderate level, either didn’t provoke any 

significant myocardial hemodynamic effects or didn’t affect baroreflex control of blood vessels (Halliwill et al, 

1996). In line with our results, Forjaz et al, 1998 found that in young normotensives exercise of moderate 

intensity lowered HR, however did not reduce RR. 

 

It is well known that exercise intensity influences BP and HR responses. Therefore, it is possible that either 

exercise of higher intensity or vigorous PA may also have distinct effects on RR and PR, compared to leisure-

time PA. Elsewhere, it has been reported that there is a dose-response relationship between PA intensity and 

cardiovascular benefits; high-intensity PA tends to lead to greater cardiovascular functional gains than low-

intensity. (Alansare et al, 2018). This is further supported by Rennie et al, 2003 who suggested that 

parasympathetic tone may be increased by vigorous PA, compared to moderate PA, thus representing a possible 

mechanism by which PA reduces heart disease risk. It should be pointed out, though, that it is often not efficient 

to incorporate older adults in high intensity activities. Thus, vigorous activities are usually not advisable for 

sedentary older population (McPhee et al, 2016). 

 

Besides intensity, total weekly energy expenditure during PA may be a crucial factor defining the dose-response 

relation between PA and RR and PR. The World Health Organization (WHO) suggests that older adults should 

perform at least 150 min of moderate-intensity PA per week (42), thus 600 MET.min.wk-1 (Shin et al, 1997). 

Therefore, although the WHO’s PA weekly expenditure criteria should be recommended for people. 
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Strengths and Limitations 

 

Among the strengths of the present study were the random selection of the subjects from a well-defined and 

homogeneous target population, the high participation rate and the double-blind design (neither the students, nor 

the examiner were aware of subjects’ PA status). In addition, the control for any potential confounders and 

limiting factors, such as age, health status, BMI added statistical power to our results. 

 

On the other hand, there are certain limitations that have to be mentioned. Due to the strict selection criteria, the 

size of the sample was limited. A larger number of subjects would have made the application of statistical 

findings more appropriate. It should be noted that we were not able to fully control for other confounding 

factors, such as coffee consumption, alcohol and eating habits. Finally, generalization of our results from a 

sample of healthy community of students would be ill-advised. Socioeconomic status, dietary habits and PA 

profile, as well as other factors, might differ between our participants and the general students population. In any 

case, longitudinal research is required to determine whether PA of longer duration and/or higher intensity may 

have even more strenuous results and significantly lower RR and PR thus improving myocardial function and 

enhance the prevention of cardiovascular diseases in healthy students. 

 

Conclusion 

 

In the present study, increased PA, from low to moderate level, was related to significantly lower HR in male 

and SBP in female. The RPP was found lower in healthy subjects with higher levels of PA, but this association 

was not significant. Further investigation is needed to determine the precise dose-response relationship between 

PA and RR and PR. Future research must be carried out to clarify how PA of longer duration and/or higher 

intensity may affect myocardial functions and cardiovascular responses in healthy individuals. 
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